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Watch the Launch Trailer! : We're pleased to unleash MudRunner's Launch Trailer - the Ultimate Off-Road Experience is now
available! MudRunner is an incredible off-road vehicle simulator, taking you on hostile roads and harsh environments.
Acclaimed for its immersive and accurate driving and physics models, the first edition has captured over a million players.
Available on PC, and for the first time on PlayStation 4 and Xbox One consoles, this version of MudRunner offers new content
and unique experiences for a video game -- It's a genre of its own, reinventing the rules and offering new challenges for players
looking for emergent encounters and true-to-life off-roading situations . With near-photorealistic graphics and incredible
physics simulation, MudRunner puts you in the drivers seat of powerful off-road vehicles, and challenges you to face extreme
sandbox environments, with only a map, a compass and your driving talents to survive ! Through numerous missions and
challenges, off-road vehicle you will enjoy crossing mud, rivers with strong currents, and climb perilous peaks aboard their
4x4s, trucks and sturdy logistic vehicles designed to withstand the most extreme conditions. Dedicated players and driving
enthusiasts will appreciate the hyper-realistic driving sensations thanks to an advanced physics engine , including fuel
simulation, a differential transmission system, soft-tire simulation, as well as realistic interactions between vegetation, mud,
water, and your vehicle. Lastly, players looking for adventure and open environments will love the freedom offered by the
sandbox maps of the game choose what path to take, through difficult terrain, rivers, forests, swamps, mountains. nature and its
dangers will always put you to the test. MudRunner is now available.. Second Update : Hi everyone, It's been just over a month
since MudRunner launched, and we're happy to announce that the second MudRunner update is now out! Here are the main
additions and fixes.. Workshop Map Support Introduced : Hello all, Today, we're very happy to release an update that adds
Workshop Map Support to MudRunner on PC. What this means for you is that we now officially support map mods in
MudRunner, and players will be able to upload and download their creations through the Steam Workshop, in the same way that
they can for trucks. You will find an update to both MudRunner and the MudRunner Editor. Should you need help learning how
modding tools work in MudRunner, here is our official guide. [cdn.focus-home.com] This will teach you to make both map
mods and vehicle mods. Some community members have also done very useful guides, which can be found here. Changelog:
Multiple bug fixes and improvements to level editing mode. Undo/redo history now works for changing object position and
orientation. Trucks are now better visualised on the map. Truck/trailer/addon picker dialog added. Truck orientation can now be
arbitrary. (Trucks are no longer required to be landed.) Mods can now contain levels that are properly exported to the workshop.
Improvements were made to the "import 2016 level" function. Truck textures are now better optimised when exporting to the
workshop. Added "default screenshot for the item" function added for mods. If you want to play older maps on this new
version, you will need to convert them to the game using the conversion tool in the edtior. Once this is done, the older maps will
be compatible with MudRunner Should you not want to move to this new update just yet, you are able to stay on the current
branch by going to "public branch ver180129b" in your available betas. Thank you, and we'll talk to you soon, The MudRunner
team.. February Community Update : Hello all! As was stated in the last update post where we announced The Valley, we're
going to be doing a monthly community update for MudRunner, to let you know what we're working on, what to expect soon,
and some other cool things! To start, it's not been that long since The Valley released on February 13th, but we're very happy to
see so many players enjoying the map and the three new vehicles that we added to the game at this time. What has been your
favourite part of The Valley so far? We have a little treat for you all today, in addition to all the news below. We've noticed that
some players have been making their own navigation maps and that these have been made using screenshots of the fully
explored map screen, or in some cases hand drawn. We understand that this is something that many of you would like to do, and
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so we've **packaged all the map images, in high resolution, for you to print off and make navigation maps** with. Please
enjoy! The maps can be found here: Downloadable Maps [we.tl] Now, the bit that you've all been waiting for, what we're
working on ! There's actually a lot going on with MudRunner right now, all of it in various stages of development, and not much
of it that we can actively talk about at the moment. With that said, we can specifically say some things that we're working on
and aim to have out this year. We're currently working on an additional update coming out early this year that we currently
expect to include workshop map support , as well as some other cool new features! As well as this, yes, MudRunner USA (work-
in-progress title) is currently in development , and we aim to have this out this year. It will, of course, be set in the United States.
We understand that a large part of the MudRunner community are based in the United States, and would like to support them
with content that is a little bit more familiar. We're also looking into licensing official vehicles for this. In addition to
MudRunner USA, we're continuing to explore the options of adding mods to the console versions of the game. We love the
modding communities for MudRunner, and thank them for their enthusiasm in continuing to help us make MudRunner the best
game it can be. We continue to currently look into the possibility to add some of our favourite mods into the console versions of
MudRunner as DLC. Finally, a Nintendo Switch version of MudRunner is currently being worked on. We don't have much
more to say about this right now, but it is coming, and we'll have more news about it in the future! In conclusion, we're working
on a lot of different things currently, all of which will come later in the year! We'll have more news on these individually as the
year progresses.. American Wilds is available today! : Get to grips with Mudrunners American Wilds Launch Trailer nine new
vehicles, two new maps, and much more arrive today! Indie hit MudRunner gets even better today with the American Wilds
expansion available on PC, PS4, and Xbox One - Switch version November 27. Watch the American Wilds Launch Trailer and
see the much-requested features it brings: the household brands of Ford, Chevrolet, and Western Star, plus maps based on the
rough terrain of the United States of America , adding to Mudrunners unique gameplay. All of this is available in the new
expansion, or as a stand-alone Edition which collects the base game, the expansion, and all the DLC released so far together in
one package. Overcome muddy terrain, raging rivers, and other obstacles that realistically react to the weight and movement of
your vehicle, powered by the game's advanced physics engine. American Wilds brings, for the first time, well-known vehicles
such as the Ford F-150, the Chevrolet K5 Blazer, and GMs iconic Hummer , among others. This increases the total amount of
available content to 33 vehicles and upwards of 60 add-ons , all playable solo or with up to three others in co-op multiplayer. On
PC they join hundreds of mods created by the passionate MudRunner community for an ever-evolving experience. Also added
to the roster are two sandbox maps inspired by Montana, North Dakota, and Minnesota. They are Mount Logmore and Grizzly
Creek and come with a pair of new challenges for crane operation and flatbed delivery. MudRunner American Wilds and the
American Wilds Edition are available today for PC, PS4, and Xbox One . Also coming to Nintendo Switch on November 27..
The Ridge Out Now - May Community Update : Hello, and welcome once again to the MudRunner Community Update! First
things first, let's talk about The Ridge! The Ridge is the latest DLC coming to MudRunner, and is totally free and out now on
PC, PS4 and Xbox One! In The Ridge, you will discover a brand new map, two new vehicles, and Scavenge game mode . This
new game mode, unique to The Ridge (but able to be implemented by modders in their own maps) tasks players with needing to
track down and recover logs from random "scavenge locations" around the map. These locations are randomly selected each
time you start the map, and are spawns of single logs that must be recovered using a crane attachment! The Ridge also
introduces two new vehicles, the D-538 [forums.focus-home.com] and the B-6A [forums.focus-home.com] , which you can
learn about in their vehicle presentations, here! The new DLC also introduces new vehicle add-ons with which to take on The
Ridge's treacherous hills.. Vehicle Presentation - Meet the Freightliner FLD 120! : American Wilds is a new DLC coming to
MudRunner Fall, 2018! This large DLC will introduce brand new content to the game, including several new vehicles, two new
maps and a whole new location - The United States of America! Today, we're very excited to be talking to you about the
Freightliner FLD 120! Vehicle Description: A mighty vehicle, and utilitarian road-hauler, the Freightliner FLD 120 is one of
the fastest trucks in MudRunner, able to get your loads where they need to be at a brisk pace. Game Stats: While it is able to
take 600 points of damage, and boasts a might 330L fuel tank, the FLD 120 isn't at t's best off-road. You'll be using this vehicle
to master road hauling, and to take loads great distances on the asphalt. Strengths: With one of the largest addon complements in
American Wilds, and able to equip cranes, the Freightliner will more than fill the niche needed for log pick up. Weaknesses:
The Freightliner is one of the vehicles locked behind balance points, so you'll need to master maps before you'll be able to drive
it. Not having any AWD, the Freightliner isn't suitable for off-roading.. MudRunner releases October 31st! : MudRunner comes
to PS4, Xbox One and PC October 31st. Today, discover a brand new trailer narrated by a veteran trucker, recounting the return
to his homeland to take on a perilous off-road lifestyle in the most extreme environments. As seen in our latest video ,
MudRunner constantly challenges your limits and ability to overcome precarious obstacles while at the helm of powerful all-
terrain vehicles. Alone or with up to 3 friends in cooperative multiplayer , take on each of the games 6 sandbox maps as you
traverse thick mud, raging rivers, slippery rock climbs, swamps, and more. Whether steering your heavy rig through thick
forests or struggling along narrow, muddy cliff paths, your driving skills, audacity and patience will be tested to the extreme.
The choice of path or method to succeed in a seemingly impossible situation is always yours in the sandbox environments of
MudRunner - but keep an eye on your vehicles' condition! A huge upgrade over its predecessor , MudRunner boasts overhauled
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graphics, and an advanced physics engine which allows for more authentic water and mud physics, an improved soft-body tire
simulation and differential lock system, as well as more realistic interactions between your vehicles and every element of the
environment. Its not just an enhanced edition, its the ultimate off-road experience! MudRunner will release October 31 on PC,
PlayStation 4 and Xbox One.. Vehicle Presentation - Introducing The Chevrolet Bison! : American Wilds is a new DLC coming
to MudRunner Fall, 2018! This large DLC will introduce brand new content to the game, including several new vehicles, two
new maps and a whole new location - The United States of America! Today, we're very excited to be talking to you about the
Chevrolet Bison 1979! MudRunner - American Wilds releases on October 23rd. Vehicle Description: A speedy truck on road,
The Bison is a reliable vehicle able to get your loads where they need to be, and not troubled by inclines or tough roads. Game
Stats: Without all-wheel drive, the Bison is not at home off-road. It can take a mighty 600 points of damage, and has a large fuel
tank able to carry 330L of fuel, so it will last any trip you need it to along tough roads. Strengths: One of the more powerful
vehicles in American Wilds, there's little that can stand in the Chevy Bison's way. Weaknesses: Without access to the loader
attachment, the Chevrolet Bison is at the mercy of vehicles able to load it. It will need a support team to be able to complete
maps. Additionally, without AWD, the Bison isn't suitable for off-roading. Attachments: Flatbed Semi-trailer: Can carry
vehicles Fuel cistern - Contains 1400 liters of Fuel Fuel Semi-Trailer - Contains 4200 liters of Fuel Fuel Trailer - Contains 1800
liters of Fuel Log Carriage - Can carry Short Logs Log Cart Hitch - Allows the attachment of a Long Log Cart Long Log Cart -
Can carry Long Logs Medium Log Trailer - Can carry Medium Logs Trailer Hitch - Players can attach trailers to their trucks
Utility Attachment - Contains 600 Repair Points, and 2 Garage Points Utility Semi-Trailer - Contains 1200 Repair Points, and 4
Garage Points MudRunner - American Wilds comes to PC, PS4 and Xbox One October 23rd, and in November on Nintendo
Switch, and will be available as DLC for MudRunner, as well as in the MudRunner - American Wilds Edition, which contains
the base game, and all DLC.. Announcing Free DLC - Old-Timers : MudRunners, get ready to fire up your engines, because the
Old-Timers DLC arrives on PC, PS4, Xbox One, and Switch on April 30! Were delighted to announce this third free DLC for
MudRunner. Explore the wild new map, the Rocky Hills behind the wheel of two new vehicles from the 1950s the Chevrolet
Napco 3100 (1957), and the GMC DW950 (1952-1954). These grizzled old veterans cant wait to show you what theyre made
of. And who said you cant teach old dogs new tricks? As a scout vehicle, the Chevy Napco 3100 brings two brand new
attachments: the loaded cart log (exclusive to the Rocky Hills Map), and the scout trailer. And if you're looking for versatility,
look no further than the GMC DW950. The king of attachments, the GMC is able to equip a ton of different attachments to suit
your needs. Keep in mind that the Old-Timers DLC does not require the American Wilds expansion, but if you do have
American Wilds, dont forget to try the attachments from that on the new Old-Timers vehicles! The Rocky Hills map continues
to take inspiration from the American Wilderness, providing a beautifully raw region of rocks and pine where pickup trucks are
truly in their element. We'd also like to give you guys a quick update on MudRunner 2. A week ago, we showed the game off to
journalists at our yearly event What's Next, and it was a real pleasure to see your reactions to our pictures from the presentations
( . There should be more news from journalists in the coming days and weeks, so hold on to your hats! Thank you, and keep on
truckin'.
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